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Abstract. A regular and compactly supported initial disturbance propagates in a

homogeneous isotropic and linearized viscoelastic medium. The elasticities of the

medium exhibit a simple exponential decay in time. General expressions for the en-

ergies are obtained and the decay and equipartition of the kinetic and strain energies,

for both the longitudinal as well as the transverse wave, are demonstrated.

1. Introduction. The idea of equipartition of energy in wave propagation first

appeared in the work of Brodsky [2] and independently in the classical book of Lax

and Phillips on Scattering Theory [17]. In its definite form, equipartition of energy

has been stated first as an asymptotic result by Goldstein [12] and then in finite time

by Duffin [10]. Since then a lot of work has been done, as one can find in [13], which

contains an almost complete collection of papers in the area. See also [7, 8] and

references there. An algebraic approach to equipartition of energy was introduced

by Bachelot [1] and Hanouzet [15].

In the present work the energy behaviour of a simple linearized viscoelastic model

in a homogeneous and isotropic medium is studied. Rates of decay as well as equipar-

tition of energy results are studied for each one of the longitudinal and the transverse

viscoelastic waves. As it is well known, the viscoelastic behaviour of the medium af-

fects the propagation of waves in a rather significant way. In fact, it imposes upon

the wave dispersion and attenuation due to the particular viscoelastic constitutive

behaviour.

The general approach that we follow in this paper is guided from our previous work

in thermoelasticity [7], Nevertheless, the specific analysis is greatly altered, because

of the different dispersion relations governing the propagation of a thermoelastic and

a viscoelastic wave. As it is expected, the energy behaviour of a viscoelastic wave is

closer to the corresponding behaviour of a purely elastic rather than a thermoelas-

tic wave. General foundations for linear viscoelasticity can be found in references

[4, 14], Equipartition of energy results for filaments are obtained by Day [9] and

Reynolds [19].
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Section 2 contains a complete statement of the viscoelastic model considered and

the Fourier transformation of the governing Cauchy problem. The solution of the

transformed problem given in Sec. 2 is provided in Sec. 3, in the form of a Cauchy

type integral representation. In Sec. 4 we elaborate on the poles of this representation

which are nothing else but the angular frequencies as functions of the wave number.

In particular, the low and the high frequency limits are considered in detail. Energy

identities, as well as integral representations, for both the longitudinal and the trans-

verse wave, of the kinetic and the strain energy are derived in Sec. 5, while Sec. 6

provides exact form of these integrals and their dependence on time. Section 7 deals

with the large time behaviour of the energy integrals. This is a very tedious and long

task but only the basic steps are provided. The main conclusions that stem out of

the asymptotic analysis of the energy integrals are gathered in the last Sec. 8.

2. The equations of viscoelasticity. Consider the Euclidean space JR3 occupied by

a homogeneous and isotropic material. The material possesses a quiescent past and

exhibits viscoelastic behaviour characterized by Lame constants which fade exponen-

tially [3, 11, 18]. Specifically, we assume the relaxation shear function

fi\ [0, +00) —► R+ , n(t) = + /u0e~yt (1)

and the relaxation A-function

A: [0, +00) —> R+ , A(0 = Aoo + V_)" (2)

where , /i0, A0 , and y are all positive numbers. The constants n0 and A0

represent that part of the relaxation functions that decays to zero as t —> +00 . The

rate of decay is specified by the constant y . The assumption of quiescent past allows

an extension of the relaxation functions to all of R with vanishing values for t < 0.

Classical elasticity is recovered in the limit as y —> 0+. More general relaxation

functions in the form of linear combinations of exponential terms with varying rates

of decay [11, p. 287] will make the calculations almost impossible and at the same

time will reveal no basic behaviour of the system because it is the smallest rate of

decay that will control the propagation of the energy [11, p. 287],

The constitutive relation for linearized viscoelasticity, in our case, assumes the

form
f (t) = 2[i(0)e(t) + A(0)(tre(/))I

(3)

/'Jo
+ / [2fi(s)e{t - s) + A(s)(tre(/ - s))I] ds

where f(?) and e(l) stand for the stress and strain tensors, respectively. Inserting

(3) into the Cauchy equation

/?ii(x, t) = V • f(x, t) (4)

and expressing everything in terms of the displacement field u(x, /) we arrive at the

equation of linearized dynamic viscoelasticity

pu(\, t) = fi(0)Au(x, t) + (/i(0) + A(0))VV • u(x, /)

(5)

/'Jo
+ / [/i(5)Au(x, t - s) + (li(s) + A(s))VV ■ u(x, t - 5)] ̂ 5.
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The first two terms in the right-hand side of (5) describe the instantaneous elastic

response of the medium, while the integral term provides the effect of the memory

from the time the initial disturbance is applied to the present moment t.

The initial disturbance is described by the conditions

u(x,0) = u0(x) (6)

u(x, 0) = u,(x) (7)

where the data u0, u, possess enough regularity as the case may be and they are
3

assumed to be compactly supported in R . Equation (5) together with the initial

conditions (6), (7) form a well-posed Cauchy problem [5, 14] for an integro-partial

differential equation, whose solution describes the evolution of an initial disturbance

in a homogeneous and isotropic viscoelastic medium.

By means of the spatial Fourier transform

u(£, t) = (2n)~V1 [ e'r'su(x, t)d3x (8)
J R3

the Cauchy problem (5)-(7) is reduced to

pi!(£, t) + [^0)|<r|2i + (//(O) + A(0))£ ® £] • u(£, t)

+ / W)|£|2! + (Ms) + ® f] • , t - s)ds
Jo

0
(9)

u(£,0) = u0(£) (10)

fi«,0) = u,tf) (11)

which is an initial value problem for an integro-ordinary differential equation in the

time variable alone.

The Fourier variable £, dual to the position vector x, specifies a plane wave which

propagates in the direction

a=||, (12)

with the wave number

r= Ifl (13)

and whose amplitude at x at the moment t is given by u(x, t).

By virtue of (1), (2) and the phase velocities

4 <4=^ Ioo P 0 p I

2^oo+Aoo 2 2."n + An I  • oo oo

Eq. (9) yields

[u(0 + r2(o~p + v2p )u(?) - yr2v2p e~'' f e'su(s)ds] ■ a® a
o° ° 0 Jo10

+ [u(0 + r2{vI + vl )u(/) - yr2v2 -~ye ''[ e'su{s)ds]-(I-a® a) = 0.
Jo

(15)
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The two terms in (15) represent the two orthogonal components of the solution. In

particular, projecting (15) into the direction of a we obtain the equation governing

the propagation of the longitudinal (P) wave u' , while a projection of (15) in

the orthogonal to a subspace derives the equation governing the propagation of the
•S

transverse (5) wave u . In other words, the form of Eq. (15) affirms the direct

sum decomposition of the solution space into a P and an S component subspace

because of the dyadic identity

a ® a • (i - a ® a) = 0. (16)

In the next section we will obtain an integral representation that solves Eq. (15).

3. Evolution of the P and 5 waves. In the interest of solving both problems for

the longitudinal and the transverse wave simultaneously we introduce the notation

f Dp , for the P wave
v = I °° (17)

00 ' , for the S wave

( On , for the P wave

«n=S ° (18)
I wc , for the 5 wave'c >

and
for the P wave .

U(,)-W for the S wave (19)

Then we have to solve the Cauchy problem

fr(0 + ',2(uL + uo)W) = yr2o20e yt [ e's\J(s)ds
Jo

(20)

(21)
U(0) - u0

(j(0) = tj,

At the expense of raising the order of differentiation by one, the integration in Eq.

(20) can be eliminated, if we multiply through by e'1 and differentiate with respect

to t. This approach leads to the following initial value problem for U(/):

ti(0 + yU(0 + + yr2»2J](t) = o (22)

U(0) = u0 (23)

(J(0) = u, (24)

t(0) = -r2(^ + yJ)U0. (25)

Using the Laplace transform to solve (22)-(25) we obtain the following integral rep-

resentation of the solution [16, p. 149, formula (2.31)]

1 f (T + 7)(TU0 + U,)er'
U(f) — ~ . / 3 2 2/ 2 2\ 2 2 (26)

2ni Jrr r + yt + r(o^ + vz0)t + yr ^

where the closed contour encloses all the roots of the polynomial

r, ^ 3 2 2,2 2, , 2 2
f{x\r) = r + yz +r (voo + v0)r + yr u^ (27)

for every positive value of the wave number r.
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In view of the representation (26), the solution of (15) which satisfies the initial

conditions (10), (11) assumes the form

, 1 /' , - ( a®a I — a(g>a\ . , yt ,
■ " = W, jr <TU»<{) + "'<{))' {WT7) + S(7TT) >(T + 7)e dr- (28)

where
( P( x; r), for the P wave

/(^M c f tv, c (29)[ S( x; r), for the S wave

and Tr encloses the three roots of P(r; r) as well as the three roots of S(x\r).

Formula (28) describes the evolution of the transformed viscoelastic field u. In

particular, the a <g> a term describes the evolution of the longitudinal wave

u F{S,t) = uP{i,t)i (30)

s
while the I - a ® a term provides the way the transverse wave u ((, t) evolves in

time throughout R3.

The crucial point in the evolution of the wave field u(£, t) is the behaviour of

the roots of P(t; r) and S(x; r) in the parameter r. In particular, the asymptotic

behaviour of the solution for large time depends upon the behaviour of the roots of

P(x; r) and S(x; r) for values of r near zero and near infinity [7], i.e., the low and

the high frequency response of the wave field.

A further analysis of the solution (28) requires a detailed analysis of the roots of

P(t; r) and S(x; r), and forms the content of the next section.

4. A study of the roots of f(x; r). The three roots of the polynomial

are given by [20]

/(t; r) = r3 + yx~ + >'2{v2 + vl)x + yr1iToo (31)

t x{r) = \[A + B-y] (32)

x2(r) = \[coA + co~B - y] (33)

t3{r) - \[u)2A + coB - y] (34)

where

and

In particular, if

t 2\* 1CO = (CO ) = -- + i— (35)

A = _ 9yr2vl + lyr'ol + 0l/2(r)]{/3 (36)

B = [-•/ - 9yr2ui + lyr2ol - |Z)'/2(r)]1/3 (37)

D(r) = 12r6(^ + «J)3 + 3r4y2(8o^ - 20- oj) + 12r2/^. (38)

^ > " ' ;v " » 2.55 (39)

o2 ~ 4

4 ^ 5 + 3^3
^8
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then

8^-20»l»o-^>0 (40)
and the discriminant D(r) is positive. Condition (39) indicates that the fading out

part of the phase velocity should be no more than 62% of the part of the phase

velocity that is due to the instantaneous elastic response of the medium. Because of

this condition it is implied that / has the three distinct roots.

r,(r) e R, Vr e [0, +oo) (41)

r2(r) = r*(r) € C, Vre[0,+oo). (42)

Our next goal is to obtain asymptotic expansions for the roots of (31) as the parameter

(wave number) r approaches zero or infinity. This task demands very long and

tedious calculations with the expressions (32)—(38), the Vieta formulae

r,(r) + T2(r) + r 3(r) =-y (43)

T,(r)T2(r) + t2(r)r 3(r) + r3(r)z {{r) = r2(o^ + oj) (44)

T,(r)T2(r)T 3{r) =-yrv2^ (45)

as well as some elementary calculus, essentially as in Sec. 5 in [7], The results of this

analysis are given in the following relations. As r —► 0+

4^

T,(r) = y

t,(r) = y

2 4 2
0 0 Onoo  ooO

v2 + o2 (o2 + o2)4
oo 0 v oo 0'

(a1*0 ((?)') (49)

+ «*[-!-*

""+4« (n+ y^jif+oiaY
\rJ 2(o + o2)4 VV''^

_ ^ 0 _ oo 0

r,(r) = y

8(°oo + yo) ■ Vr/ 2(0^ + 0^)

+ t>n I — 1 — 4 U°

(50)

2»L + »;

+ ; y0 ^ ^oo^O

8(«4 + »5r w 2(^ + yo)

Straightforward calculations lead, in view of the identity

(51!

1 - w)V(l +CO)2 = -33, (52)
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to the relation

(r, - t2)2(t2 - t3)2(t3 - r,)2 = -\D{r). (53)

Hence, the expression on the left-hand side of (53) is real and always negative.

We next examine further the dependence of the real root r ,(r) on r in the whole

interval [0, +oo). To this end we prove that t, is a strictly increasing function of

the variable

p = r2, (54)

in the open interval (0, +oo).

First, we observe that r, (p) is the one of the three distinct roots of the polynomial

r\p) + y?2(p) + ~p{»2oo + v20)z(p) + ypulc = 0. (55)

Therefore, i, is an analytic function of ~p [16], Relation (55) is satisfied by the

function t,(/?) for every ~p € (0, +oo) and an implicit differentiation yields

[3t2(^0 + 2yr, (p) + p(«L + wo)]Ti (P) + lV0lo + (,;L + °o)Ti (i5)] = °- (56)

If there is a ~p0 e (0, +oo) such that

r'M = 0 (57)

then (56) concludes

h(p0) = ~y 2"°° 2- (58)
°oo + W0

Using mathematical induction we can show, in view of the condition (39), that in

fact all the derivatives of t, at p0 vanish, i.e.,

T{n\p0) = 0, n= 1,2,3,.... (59)

Upon invoking the analyticity of i,(/0), we expand it in a Taylor series around ~p0

and conclude, by virtue of (59) that

2

t\{p) = -y 2°°° 2' (6°)

°oo + °0

in some neighborhood of ~p0 . This implies that the real root t, of (55) is indepen-

dent of ~p in a subinterval of (0, +oo). Inserting (60) into (55) we obtain

=° (61)

V^oo + W0 J

which implies that (60) is a solution of (55) whenever

7 = 0 (62)

or

vo - °- (63)
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Both cases (62) and (63) correspond to classical elasticity. Therefore, in viscoelas-

ticity the assumption (57) is false and the real root t,(7>) is a strictly monotone

function of p in the open interval (0, +oo). In particular, since

Jim t,(/?) = —y (64)
p—> o+

2

Jim t,0p) = -y 2"°° 2 (65)
^0+ »L + »o

and for the viscoelastic case

y > 0, v0 > 0 (66)

we conclude that rl(p) is a strictly increasing and always negative function of ~p.

Evidently, the above behaviour of the real root, as well as the asymptotic expan-

sions (46)—(51) hold true for both the P(t; r) and the S(z; r) polynomials. In the

section that follows we derive the necessary expressions for the energy integrals of a

viscoelastic wave.

5. The energy of the viscoelastic wave. By virtue of the quiescent past hypothesis

and the symmetry property for convolution integrals, Eq. (5) is written as

/ni(x, t) = (nx +n0)Au(\, t) + {fioo + nQ + i+ A0)VV ■ u(x, t)

- p0y J e~y('~s)Au(x, s)ds (67^

- (fi0 + kQ)y [ e~vl'~s)VV ■ u(x, s)ds.
Jo

In order to obtain an energy identity we multiply (67) by u(x, t) [5] and utilize the

formulae

(Au(0) • n(0 = V ■ [(Vu(O) ■ u(0] - j-t lllVu^)H2

(VV ■ u(0) • u(0 = V ■ [(V ■ u(0)u(0] -§-t ^|V ■ u(0l2

(Au(j))-u(0 = V-[(Vu(j))-u(0]

d

+ ¥t
l||V(u(0-u(S))||2-i||Vu(/)||2

(68)

(69)

(70)

(VV • u(j)) ■ u(0 = V • [(V • u(s))u(0]

j|V-(u(0-u(i))|2-^|V-n(0r
d

+ dt

and

(71)

l-MoyJ' e-A'~s) £-(\\Vu(t)\\2)^ = ^0^(||Vu(0||2) (72)

+ /' p_),('-5)^.(|v • u(/)|2)^s = ^(^0 + ^0)^(|V • u(/)|2) (73)
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to derive the conservation law

§-t { f l"(0|2 + ̂ l|Vu(0||2 + /j°° * A°° |V • u(/)f

+ | /' [^0||V(u(0-u(j))||2 +(//0 + A0)|V-(u(0-u(5))|2k n'

= v • {(/^oo + ^o)(VuW) ■ «(0 + (/*oo + ^0 + Aoo + Ao)(v • "(0)»(0

J —o

[u0(Vu(s)) -n(0 + Gu0 + A0)(V -ii(s))u(/)]<? S)ds}.

(74)
Integrating (74) over the full space R3 and using the fact that the support of the

initial data is compact we conclude the fundamental energy theorem

E(t) = K(t) + S(t) = E{0), W 6 [0, +oo) (75)

where the kinetic energy is given by

K{t) = ^J p\n{x,t)\2d3x (76)

and the strain energy by

S{t) = j f HVu(x, /)f + + A^JIV ■ u(x, t)\2]d3x

+ \j ^,KI|V(u(x, 0 -u(x, 5))||2 (7V)

+ (p0 + A0)|V • (u(x, t) - u(x, s))!2]? /l' i)dixds.

The form of the kinetic energy coincides with the corresponding form in classical

elasticity, while the expression for the strain energy involves an extra integral term

which accounts for the strain energy of the remaining stress of the material.

Because of the orthogonality between the longitudinal and the transverse wave we

can easily show that the total energy of the P wave as well as the total energy of the

S wave are also conserved, i.e.,

KP{t) + SP{t) = EP(0), W e [0, +oo) (78)

and

KS(?) + (0 = ES(0), V/ e [0, +oo). (79)

By virtue of Parseval's theorem the energies can be expressed in terms of the Fourier

transform of the displacement field as

K(t) = U Pm,t)\2d3z (so)
z Jr}

S(t) = \ J [fi. oolutf, 0|2 + (^oo+Aoo)|a-u(f, OlWc

+ ̂ J f[n0\u(Z,t)-h(t,sif ( \n\h(? A-«(? f^l2 (81)

+ (^0 + A0)|a • (u(f, /) - u(£, •s,))|2]<? yU S)r2d3£ds.
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In the next section we elaborate further on the expressions for the kinetic and the

strain energy integrals in order to obtain the exact dependence of these integrals

upon the time variable. This step will make the asymptotic analysis of the integrals

possible.

P s
6. Expressions for the energy integrals. Let Tn(r), n = 1,2,3 and rn(r), n =

1,2,3 be the roots of P(x; r) and 5(r; r), respectively. Then, the residue theorem

of complex analysis can be used to express the solution (28) as

u(f, 0 = a ® a • Pn($)eT"(r)' + (I - a ® a) ■ £ S„(f )eT"(,)', (82)

n=1 n=1

where

p

P'({)° , (83)
(T, (r) - r2 (/■))(!, (r) - t3(r))

p

P2^) = 7^77 (f ] ^ V\ 77 77[^2 + «i (''a)3 (84)
(t2(r) - r, (r))(r2(r) - r3(r))

p

P3^) = 7T77  ^TTT[t3 (r)fio(''a) + fll ('"a)] (85)
(r3(r) - t, (r))(r3 (r) - r2(r))

and

S,(£) = —~^ ~ [rf(r)u0(/-a) + u,(ra)] (86)
1 (rf (r)-rf(r))(T?(r)-Tf(r)) 1 0 1

£
S,(f) = —~ (^2(f)+/) ? [t2 (r)u0(ra) + u,(ra)] (87)

2V (rfW-Tf^KTfW-T^r)) 2 0
£

SAi) = —? (J3 (r)  j (r)u0(ra) + u,(ra)]. (88)
3 (rf (r) - rf (r))(rf(r) - rf (r)) 3 0

p c

The actual values of in(r), Tn(r), n = 1,2,3 are given by (32)—(38) subjected to

the notation (17)-( 19), as the case may be.

Substitution of (82)—(88) in the energy formulae (80), (81) leads to very long

expressions which, after some tedious calculations, can be summarized for each one

of the P and the S wave as follows. Incorporate the initial conditions in the notation

/SN r / /SN - /BM fa®a, for P-wave 1
t, r u„ f +n,K • : . „ > 89

k ' °v'y |V yj | I-a® a, for S-wave |
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for k = 1,2,3, and define the functions

3r2(i, + y)2(t, - to)2
L (r) = - r (T' ^ f |W,(ra)|Va (90)

J |a|=l

L2(r) = -3r lh + yl (*'"- T2)(T3-T'} f [|W2(ra)|2 + |W3(ra)|Va (91)
J |a| = Ilal = I

L (r) = -3r (T2+^3-Ti) / W2(ra) ■ w;(ra)rf2a (92)
J lal —1

W = -

'|a| = l

3r(Tt + y)(i, + y)(r2 - t3)(t3 - t,)

D(r)

[ [W,(ra) • Wt(ra) + W*(ra) ■ W2(ra)]rf2a.
./|a| = l

(93)
I a|=1

Then the kinetic energy for each one of the P and S waves is written as

K(t) = Kx (t) + K23{t) + K2(t) + Kn(t) (94)

where

K, (t) = f |o+°° r\{r)Lx (r)e2T'{r)'dr (95)

*23(0 = f ^+°° |T2(r)|2L2(r)*2Re(T'(,))'</r (96)

/•+oo

tf2(/) = />Re / z2-,{r)L}{r)e2r2(n'dr (97)
JO

r+oo

Kl2(t) = pRe Tx{r)x2{r)LA{r)e(x^r)+^r))'dr. (98)
J o

Similarly, for the strain energy integrals, the quiescent past and the formula

f'(ea' - eas)e-y{'-s)ds = aeal + ye~7'- (a + y)e[a~y)'

Jo y{a + y)

imply

S(t) = 5,(0 + s23(0 + s2(t) + Sl2(t) + s0(t) (100)

where

= " f2 Jo^.(0 = ̂  / '
+°° 2 r 2 2T.(r) 2

*<o-Sjp

°-+2VV—

00 T2(r) + T3(r) + y 0

L{(r)e2r,ir)'dr (101)

L2{r)e2Re(hir)]'dr (102)

S2(t) = pRe f r
Jo

+0° 2 2 , 2r2(r) 2

2r2(r) + /°J
LJr)elh{r)'dr (103)

/■+OO

S12(0 = pRe / r
./o

2 , r.(r) + r2(r) 2

1,00 + t,(r) + r2(r) + y°0
LAr)e^{r)+T*mdr (104)
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r + oo

5o(?) = fv' {- jo r Lx{r)e { dr

f+ r2L,(r)e2R'{T2(r))'dr- 2Re f+°° r2 LJr)e2Zl(r)l d r
Jo ' Jo

2 Re
[ 2 (T,(r)+r2(r))/ , f r

7o " 'Jo 2TJ^-yL'(r)dr

f+°° r [°° r2
+ y -TB~i—m L,(r)dr + 2yRe -——  LJr)dr

J0 2Re(r2(r)) + y 2W ,/0 2r2(r) + y 3W2V

+ 2rRcC

(105)
In the interest of obtaining the large time behaviour of the kinetic and the strain

energy of the longitudinal and the transverse wave we derive, in the next section,

asymptotic expansions for all the integrals appearing in the formulae (94) and (100).

7. Asymptotic expressions of the energy integrals. In order to obtain the asymptotic

forms for some of the energy integrals we utilize the following three Lemmas which

correspond to Lemmas 3, 7, and 8 in [7], where detailed proofs can be found.

Lemma 1. Consider the integral

r+OO . ^ 1

F(t) — / rf(r)e ' dr (106)
Jo

for / > 0, k > 0, where

(i) f(r) is a continuous function on [0, +oo), such that f(r) > 0, /(0) ^ 0,

and \f{r)\ < Mf;

(ii)
f+oc k

F{ 0) = / rf(r)dr<+ oo; (107)
Jo

(iii) O(r) is a continuous function on [0, +oo), such that Q>{r) > 0;

iv

inf 0>(r)r2 = a>0. (108)
/"€[ 1 . +oo)

Then

lim tik+i),2F(t) = -r-1— ^ /-+°° 2""'
/-+oo k+ 1 (o(0))(k+')/2 Jo

Lemma 2. Consider the integral

r+OO

F(t) = / rnf(r)e^(r)^mdt
Jo

10)

for t > 0, n > 0 and let g:C —> C be an entire function. Assume that

(i) f(r) is continuous in [0, +oo) and |/(r)| < Mf;

(ii) /(0) = g(0);
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(iii) there exists an R > 0, such that for every z e C the following estimate

holds
I , m ^ ^g 2/?|Imr| , . , ,,

1)1 (TT^r1 ; (IU)

r"\f(r)\dr < +00. (112)

(iv)

L
+00

n

Then
lim t(n+l]/2F(t) = 0. (113)

t —► +OO

Lemma 3. Consider the integral

r+oo

F{t)= / r" f{r)e 1 dr (114)
Jo

for t > 0, n > 0 and let g be an entire function. Assume the hypotheses (i)-(iv)

of Lemma 2 . Then
lim t{n+l],2F(t) = 0. (115)

/—► +00

Let us examine first the integrals Kx (t), Sl (?), and S0(t). Since the real root t, (r)

is an increasing function of r, the limits (64), (65) imply the inequalities

2

-2yt <2r Ar)t < -2y jt (116)
°"oo + Do

for every t e [0, +00).

Condition (39) and (42) confirm that

L,(r)>0, Vr e (0, +00). (117)

Consequently,

Ce~2'1 < K,{t),S,(0 < Ce~Mu^,(u^+u"))l (118)

where C is a known constant.

Inequalities (118) conclude that both integrals AT, (/) and S^?), for either the P

or the S wave, exhibit exponential decay with increasing time. A similar sequence

of arguments will easily prove that the integral S0(t) is also exponentially decaying.

More precisely, as / —> +00 ,

K,(t) = (119)

St(0 = 0(e~2y("°°/("~+" °,]') (120)

S0(t) = O(e~?'). (121)

Define next the generalized moments

Mf''"'(a) = r"^[a®a-u,M]|,.=0 (122)

MJ'(n)(a) = r"^[(I-a®a)-u,(ra)]|f=0 (123)
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p s p s
for k = 0, 1 , and let vQ , vQ , v , , v , be the smallest nonnegative integer for which

M0P'("W0 (124)

(125)

Mf'(n)(a)^0 (126)

Mf'("'(a)/0, (127)

respectively. Applying Lemma 1 to the integrals K2J(t) and S23(t) we obtain, after

long but relatively straightforward calculations, the asymptotic relations as t —> +oo

K2}C) = Hmr{m+{3,2)) + 0(t~{m+(5/2))) (128)

S23{t) = + 0(r('»+(5/2))) (129)

where

= 2(2^3) (|)   (/,l = 1 ) , (.30)

m — min{v0 , v,} (131)

and g(a) is some function of the initial data.

Finally, Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 can be used to show that

K2{t) = o{r[m+(3/2))) (132)

Kn{t) = o(r(m+(5/2))) (133)

S2(t) = o(r{m+iV2))) (134)

Sl2(t) = o(/~("'+(5/2))). (135)

In the study of the asymptotic behaviour of the energy integrals the initial data u0 ,

u, have been assumed to be as regular as needed. In all cases, it is enough to assume

that they belong to C .

8. Decay and equipartition of energy. The asymptotic analysis of the previous

section imply the energy decay estimates

Kp{t) = H^r{m'+(3/2)) + 0(r(w/,+(5/2))) (136)

sp{t) = //(£r(m''+(3/2)) + <9(r (m'>+(5/2))) (137)

for the longitudinal wave, and

Ks(t) = Hsmr(mS+0l2)) + o(r(mS+{5,2)]) (138)

SS(t) = ^r("S-K3/2» + (9(?-C"S+( 5/2))) (139)

for the transverse wave. The upper indices P, S indicate the substitution dictated

by (17)—(19).
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Asymptotic equipartition of kinetic and strain energy for each one of the longitu-

dinal and the transverse waves holds in the following sense

lim lim = ^ (140)
/-^+oo E (t) '-*+°° E (t) 2

I" KSW V 1 MilV
lim —= lim c = (141)

'^+oo Es(t) '^+°° Es(t) 2

Obviously, the partial equipartitions (140), (141) imply the global equipartition

lim lim ® = i (142)
/—►+oo E(t) /—►+oo Eyt) 2

Therefore, the viscoelastic material exhibits the same qualitative behaviour as a clas-

sical elastic material [6] but the existence of the memory forces the equipartition to

occur asymptotically as time approaches infinity even for compactly supported initial

disturbances.
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